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D. Command View EVA reporting the shelf has unmappable hardware

Answer: D
QUESTION: 56
What happens if the mirror port connection between HSV1x0 controllers fails?
A. There is inconsistency between the controllers.
B. Consistency is maintained by failing all disks to one controller.
C. Consistency is maintained by using one of the device-side loops.
D. Consistency is maintained by using the FP1 fibre connections to the host
switches.

Answer: C
QUESTION: 57
Which EVA4000/6000/8000 component is NOT a customer self repair unit?
A.
B.
C.
D.

controller blower
controller power supply
controller cache battery
Operator Control Panel

Answer: D
QUESTION: 58
In a direct connect configuration, the connection state displays "Connection failed"
for an empty host port. How do you solve this problem?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Remove the SFP transceiver.
Insert an optical loop-back connector.
Disable the host port.
Interconnect the two empty host ports of the redundant controllers.

Answer: B
QUESTION: 59
EVA8000 uses active/active failover mode. A LUN is owned by controller B. Which
type of access causes non-optimal performance?
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A.
B.
C.
D.

write I/O to controller A
write I/O to controller B
read I/O from controller A
read I/O from controller B

Answer: C
QUESTION: 60
What is the result of pressing the bottom push-button on the EMU until it is
illuminated?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Error condition exists.
Error conditions are viewed.
Audible alarm is enabled.
Audible alarm is muted or disabled.

Answer: D
QUESTION: 61
Using Command View EVA, you want to determine which controller, top or bottom,
has the host port with WWID of 5000-1FE1-5002-F269. Which statement is correct?
A. Since the WWID of the host port ends in 9, go to the Controller Properties tab for
controller B and issue a Locate command.
B. Since Controller A is always the top controller and its host ports end in C and D,
the bottom controller is the one you are looking for.
C. Since the WWID of the host port ends in 9, go to the Controller Properties tab for
controller A and issue a Locate command.
D. Since Controller B is always the bottom controller and its host ports end in C
and D, the top controller is the one you are looking for.

Answer: C
QUESTION: 62
Instant Support Enterprise Edition transports error information back to HP through
____.
A. the internet
B. SNMP traps
C. a paging system
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D. a secure dial-up line

Answer: A
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